DURING THE TEST: BASIC STRATEGIES

Before you begin answering the questions on the test do the following:

• Take a few minutes to write down what is worrying, frustrating, and upsetting you. Then "throw away" that paper and replace those negative thoughts with reaffirming ones. Have a positive word or phrase to refer to when you get anxious.
• First review the entire test; then read the directions twice. Try to think of the test as an opportunity to show what you know; then begin to organize your time efficiently. Work on the easiest portions of the test first.
• For essay questions, construct a short outline for yourself — then begin your answer with a summary sentence. This will help avoid the rambling and repetition which can irritate the person grading the test. For short-answer questions, answer only what is asked — short and to the point. If you have difficulty with an item involving a written response, show what knowledge you can. Proper terminology evades you, show what you know with your own words.
• For multiple choice questions, read all the options first, then eliminate the most obvious. Unsure of the correct response? Rely on your first impression, then move on quickly. Beware of tricky qualifying words such as "only," "always," or "most."
• Don't rush through the test. Wear a watch and check it frequently as you pace yourself. If it appears you will be unable to finish the entire test, concentrate on portions which you can answer well.

DURING THE TEST: ANXIETY CONTROL

Curb excess anxiety in any of the following ways:

• Tell yourself "I can be anxious later, now is the time to take the exam."
• Focus on answering the question, not on your grade or others' performances.
• Counter negative thoughts with your positive word or phrase.
• Tense and relax muscles throughout your body; take a couple of slow deep breaths and try to maintain a positive attitude.
• If allowed, get a drink or go to the bathroom.
• Ask the instructor a question.
• Eat something.
• Think for a moment about the post-exam reward you promised yourself.

AFTER THE TEST

Whether you did well or not, be sure to follow through on the reward you promised yourself — and enjoy it! Try not to dwell on all the mistakes you might have made. Do not immediately begin studying for the next test... indulge in something relaxing for a little while.

Make an appointment to go over specific on your completed exam. Know what and why you answered incorrectly. Be sure to revisit that information which is foundational for subsequent concepts and which could be on a cumulative exam.

If these tips do not make a difference, we encourage you to make an appointment at the Counseling and Testing Center with our academic specialist.

Source: http://www.counselingcenter.illinois.edu

Do you study, and study, and study, and are confident you know the material... but freak out and blank out when you take tests? You could have test anxiety. Read this brochure and/or make an appointment with a counselor at the UW-L Counseling & Testing Center to find techniques to address this problem.
Test Anxiety

Generally, we all experience some level of nervousness or tension before tests or other important events in our lives. A little nervousness can actually help motivate us; however, too much of it can become a problem — especially if it interferes with our ability to prepare for and perform on tests.

DEALING WITH ANXIETY

The first step is to distinguish between two types of anxiety. If your anxiety is a direct result of lack of preparation, consider it a normal, rational reaction. However, if you are adequately prepared but still panic, "blank out", and/or overreact, your reaction is not rational. While both of these anxieties may be considered normal (anyone can have them) it is certainly helpful to know how to overcome their effects.

PREPARATION CAN HELP

Preparation is the best way to minimize rational anxiety. Consider the following:

• Start Early, which depends on how much material is being covered, how familiar you are with the content, and what outcome you want, or need.
• Narrow the focus of what you need to master, knowing by trying to go over everything, you dilute the time you can out in on the hardest material.
• A benchmark for last minute studying is to spend 25% of your time identifying material/themes to be reviewed, and 75% of your time reinforcing that material.

• Active self testing is the most effective way to learn. Active means using modalities, i.e. explaining material to others, participating in review sessions, drawing disagrams, working problems, etc.

CHANGING YOUR ATTITUDE

Improving your perspective of the test-taking experience can actually help you enjoy studying and may improve your performance. Don’t overplay the importance of the grade — it is not a reflection of your self-worth nor does it predict your future success. Try the following:

• Remember that the most reasonable expectation is to try to show as much of what you know.
• Remind yourself that a test is only a test — there will be others.
• Avoid thinking of yourself in irrational, all-or-nothing terms.
• Reward yourself after the test — take in a movie, go out to eat, or visit with friends.

DON’T FORGET THE BASICS

Students preparing for tests often neglect basic biological, emotional, and social needs. To do your best, you must attend to these needs. Think of yourself as a total person — not just a test taker. Remember to:

• Continue the habits of good nutrition and exercise. Continue your recreational pursuits and social activities — all contribute to your emotional and physical well-being.
• A basic but meaningful trilogy when studying is briefly, frequently, actively!
• Get plenty of sleep the night before the test — when you are overly tired you will not function at your absolute best.
• Once you feel you are adequately prepared for the test, do something relaxing.

THE DAY OF THE TEST

To be able to do your best on the day of the test we suggest the following:

• Begin your day with a moderate breakfast and avoid coffee if you are prone to "caffeine jitters." Even people who usually manage caffeine well may feel light-headed and jittery when indulging on the day of a test.
• Try to do something relaxing the hour before the test — last minute cramming will cloud your mastering of the overall concepts of the course.
• Plan to arrive at the test location early — this will allow you to relax and to select a seat located away from doors, windows, and other distractions
• avoid classmates who generate anxiety and tend to upset your stability
• If waiting for the test to begin causes anxiety, distract yourself by engaging in relaxation breathing.